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Dale R . Eggen

GREETINGS ON THIS NEW YEAR, 1983

It is indeed an honor and privilege to be able to serve
as your President for the coming two years . Continued improve-
ments are the keynote . Picking up where Harlan has left off is
in itself easy because of Harlan's completeness and thorough-
ness, for which I am very grateful . To continue forward is
another matter, and I am very grateful for Harlan's continued
active participation, not only as a member of our Society's
Board of Directors, but also as our Publicity Chairman.

Under Harlan's leadership, the Society has turned around
and major progress and improvements have been made . Harlan's
many and significant contributions over the years have been self-
evident . His "jumping in" and "taking the reins" when our
Society was near total collapse was above and beyond the call
of duty. Being personally involved, I can attest that the
problems Harlan faced were many and significant and all of us
have much for which to be grateful . quite a number of hours
from his hobby have been lost from which we have all benefited.
It is only appro priate that the rest of us show our apprecia-
tion by becoming involved in our Society's efforts to return just a
small portion of all we have gained . Our six dollar dues only
pay for a portion of material costs . The literally thousands
of hours over the years donated by such people as Harlan would
make the cost of membership astronomical if we had to include
payments to cover even minimum wages.

The unselfish devotions by such people as Felix Ganz and
Harlan Stone go so very much beyond the call of duty (and
probably unappreciated by many) . We can not reasonably expect
such superhuman efforts by so few to continue indefinitely.
That is why it is so important that more of us take time to
get involved . What better way to say "Thank you Felix and Harlan!"

My fellow officers represent really an outstanding team of
interested and capable individuals willing to make thesacrifices
necessary. All your officers have one main duty, help youget
involved, and enjoy your membership in the Society . Take advan-
tage, and in return, consider contributing something of your own
time and effort.

The last two years were my first real involvement with the
Society and I have found them extremely challenging and rewarding.
The opportunity to serve under Harlan and work with him in itself
has been extremely enjoyable and the knowledge and experience
gained of immense benefit . I am personally indebted to Harlan
for his very significant time, guidance, and participation in
helping me in my efforts for the Society .

continued next page
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THE PRESIDENT'S CORNER - continued

And a very, very personal special thanks is in order for
Felix . His many communications, knowledge, and insight have
been of immeasurable benefit in my duties . I so very much look

forward to his continued guidance . And after many communications
with the membership, I can truly say that the membership itself
expresses a very special "Thank you Felix ."

by Dale R . Eggen BOOKMARKS

Donation to Library

A very special thanks to Robert Hürlimann of Biel, Switz-
erland, for donations to our library of a copy of "1899-1974
Philatelistenverein Olten" and a copy of the LEMANEX '78 Bulletin

containing many interesting articles on Swiss steamer lake mails.
Both of these are pristine copies in as-issued condition . These
copies have been deposited with our Librarian, Dick Hall.

Such unselfish donations are the mainstay of our library.
Mr. Hürlimann has been of great assistance to our Swiss

Philatelic Literature Research Group (SPLRG) and now our library also.
Though not a member of our Society, his correspondence on our
behalf has been, and continues to be, of great benefit for our
Society.

Donation to Library

Hans R . Schwarzenbach and Max Bietenholz of VERLAGPHILAT-
ELIE and POSTGESCHICHTE have donated a copy of their "1982
Erstag - Katalog" (extensive Swiss - UNO Geneva First Day
catalog of cancellations and covers) and their 1983 Price
Supplement to our library . Interested parties should contact
our librarian, Dick Hall . This is the most definitive work
regarding the Swiss "First Day" area.

Also, the firm publishes the postal history journal
POSTGESCHICHTE This is really a must for anybody with an
interest in Swiss Postal History even if you are not familiar
with German and/or French . Subscription is SFr. 25 for airmail
to U .S . Write POSTGESCHICHTE Verlag, CH-8025 Zurich,

Switzerland, or to H. R. Schwarzenbach, Limmatquai 72, CH-8001 Zurich,
Switzerland
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Talk
tome!

The following letter expresses one member's

opinion regarding the Board ' s recent decision

not to publish a full membership roster . If

you carefully follow my questionnaire in the
center of this issue, you will notice that

I ran smack into the same dilemma ; i.e. I dont

know how you feel about giving out info about

your collecting habits and your address on top

of it . Maybe it's time again, that everyone
who cares expresses his or her feelings about

this subject.
In the absence of a directory, two alternate

methods for making contact with other members

are suggested here : Either take out an adlet
for a couple of bucks or write a very contro-

versial note in TELL and sign in full with

your address . . .

	

HR

11/29/1982

Afew thoughts about themembershiplist

As done each year, the membership list will be brought

up–to–date . As duly noted, for internal use only.

I fully understand that one's address cannot be handed

out indiscriminately . Nonetheless, I insist upon the

fact that we are a society made up of earnest members.

As a foreigner, I believe that the availability of such

a member roster could seal many valuable connections

for us collectors . It could be socially enlightening

and enrich our hobby as well.

I am thinking of the possibilities of meeting each

other when traveling . Personally, I always rejoice

being able to meet and talk, with others from around the

world about this hobby so dear to our heart. I have

visited the States four times in the past without having

been able to meet a single collector, as addresses could

not be handed out – not even for one single location.

I believe it is a shame . Why couldn't such a list be

made available for consideration of a personal gua-

rantee that it would be used for private contacts only.
Or maybe some addresses for just one specific region?

I sincerely believe that under such circumstances no

misuse would entail.

May I suggest that the Board of Directors as well as the

members express their own point of view . How about

a possible vote (by all members?) It is a pity to miss
potentially interesting connections on account of such

e rule. Can we, and do we want to, alter it?

I am looking forward to your answers regarding this
topic .

	

Yours

	

Felix Thurnheer

POB 374
CH–8025 Zürich

Switzerland
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The expertise quiz
seems to have caught on !

K .E . Auf der Maur

Nine of 400 AHPS members put their shoulder to the wheel, andtried

to find the right solutions of the quiz, published in the September

issue of TELL . Six smart members seem to know all the answers . They

won hands down.

In this situation we made up our mind to honor the six winners with

the $16 . Bonus Check . That's Swiss neutrality . The right solutions:

1 - . .00 LUZ . . . is a fragment of "6000 LUZERN" . ZIP code was

introduced in Switzerland in 1963 . Therefore this postmark

is impossible on the 1945 PAX set, demonetized Mai 31, 1946 .

2 - The cancel on the Pro Juventute sheetlet, issued on Dec . 20,

is a garble cancellation, made at a later date with an ante-

dated hammer. The faker based his "cancellation" on the com-
mon Juventute issue date December 1, and promptly tripped

over the unusual date obstacle.

Together with a correct answer I received a photostat of the sheetlet

illustrated above, as it were, to prove the exception to the rule.

The owner told me that the nice "Bahn-Stempel" (railroad cancel) was

expertized to be genuine and used in time by the tiny mountain rail-

road climbing up to Leysin . The early cancel date was supposed to be

a sim p le inadvertence of the announced issue date by the railroad

station with postal function . Understandable in time off season.

What the happy owner claimed to be fact was a mere shot in thedark!

1 - Due to several factors the Swiss post made a secret of the issue

and the first official announcement was published on December 15
only, five days prior to the issue date . Distribution started af-

ter the said publication in the official gazette.

2 - The nice "Bahnstempel"; however, in spite of the square box, is a

real official postmark, in use at the "messagerie" department of
the AIGLE post office at the end of the last century . This

department is working up COD mail, cash orders etc. This postal hammer
probably remained in the postoffice, to mark the provenance and

date on schedules of internal use.
The postal function of railroad stations, is confined in general

to clear the mailbox late in the evening.
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Censored Mail from Switzerland

	

(part 1)
World War II period 1939 - 1947

E .C .Walton

Despite the passing of over forty years since the outbreak of
World War II, the study of the mails during that tumultuous
period remains full of fascination . An aspect of this field
deals with the mail originating in Switzerland and passing
through occupied Europe to various world destinations.
Although totally encircled, Switzerland maintained neutrality
and was not occupied by any of the belligerents . It was the
hub of commercial and financial transactions and a communi-
cation route for many nations . Switzerland was also a haven
for many refugees, P .O .W . escapees, and military units that
had retreated in the face of the Axis offensive . All these
activities contributed to a substantial volume of mail in
both directions, which managed to move with surprisingly
little delay throughout the war.
This review deals with the outflow only, with special atten-
tion given to the censorship of that mail by the various
powers handling it . It is a well known fact that during war-
time, intelligence contained in the mail can be important to
the opposing forces, just as preventing the escape of infor-
mation is vital to their interests . Censorship therefore
plays a twofold purpose : to prevent information leaks and to
gather information.
It is necessary here to mention the extensive research work
on this subject, done by L . M . C . Dutton, published between
November 1947 and November 1977, in thirty installments in
the NEWS LETTER of the Helvetia Philatelic Society in Great
Britain . Much of the following article depends heavily on the
work of Dutton, although the covers which are referred to
are, for the most part, in the author's own collection.
Evolution of censorship of the mail under consideration here,
allows itself to be divided conveniently into six parts,
spanning the period of September 1939 to 1947 . These will be
the divisions of this narrative, with occasional diversions
along the way.

THE 'PHONY' WAR, SEPTEMBER 1939 - MAY 1940

While this term was used to describe the period in England,
it was very real for many European nations that were invaded
by the Axis forces during those very months.
All mail from Switzerland going through or into Germany after
the outbreak of war was censored . From September 1,l99, to
February 1944, censorship of mail in Germany and occupied ter-
ritories was the responsibility of the military forces of the
Oberkommando der 'Wehrmacht (Armed Forces H igh Command) . Tt
renamed possible during this period however, to routemail
to foreign destinations throu gh unoccupied France and through
Italy which d i d not enter the conflict until June 1' 4	thus
escaping censorship . England and the Commonwealth Nations
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implemented censorship on mail traffic at the outbreak of
war, although actual opening o f mail was spotty, at first.
A letter from Zürich, 6 .XII .39 ', to Durban, South Africa, was
opened by the S.A. censor, who used a closer strip with red
imprint, designated U.C.8 (K .W . Type 3'2 to reseal it . Arrival
is noted by a rectangular framed handstamp stating 'DUPLICATE
l'7-1-194n DURBAN' . The only censors h ip an airmail letter from
Zürich, 20 .7 .4n to Alexandria received was by the Egyptian
authorities who opened it for examination . The cover bears
two different violet censor stamps and is closed with the
Egyptian censorship closer with English and Arabic inscrip-
tions in blue . Arrival in Cairo is noted on 30 May, 1940.
A surface mail letter f rom Biel 15 .V .40 to Canada was opened
by the Canadian censor (C .53' and arrived in Chesterville Ont.
Jun 15 4n.
For mail to the U .S .A . the treatment at this time depended on
which route was followed . A cover posted in Bern, 23 .III .40
to Binghampton N .Y . traveled by surface via England,where it
was censored . The British used a gummed closer label designated
P .C .66 in this case . (Fig.1) . On the other hand, a registered
airmail letter from Luzern, 19 .III .40 ., to Washington escaped
censorship by being routed via Spain and Portugal, arriving
in New York 4 .1 .40 . Routes were given by the Swiss postal
authorities in the PTT leaflet "Communications postales avec
l'Etranger" (C .p.a .l .)3 which states that mail to the Americas
Portugal, Spain, and Italy was to be routed via Chiasso.

rance had commenced censorshi p of mail as shown on a letter
from Biel 3.XI .39, to Beaune, Côte d'Or . It is closed with a
CONTROLE POSTAL MILITAIRE censor label, tied to the cover by
a hand stamp 'OUVERT PAR L'AUTORITE MILITAIRE WD372'. This is
the same as a cover mentioned by L .M .C .D . from Poschiavo of
2 .XII .39 to Bath, England.

DUTCH AND FRENCH OCCUPATION, JUNE 1940 - AUGUST 1940

The overrun of Europe was fairly well complete by earlysummer
of 1940 and caused considerable postal disruption . The Franco-
German armistice was signed at Compiegne on June 22, 1940 and
resulted in the partition of France.
As already mentioned, letters into or through Germany were
cen s ored ; a letter to Haarlem in Holland from Geneva, 18 .XI .40,
is typical of the period . It was opened for examination in
Frankfurt and close' with a pregummed, imprinted sealer- (Fig . 2).
Depending on destination, letters were examined at dif ferent
censor stations, each one being identified by a code letter
as p er t' following tabulation:
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For mail originating in Switzerland. censorshi p occured at
the following of f ices, depending on destination:

The dimension of the censor's closer trips varied, as did
the type and color of paper and imprint . It was normal to
tie the closer to the cover with a hand stamp . whic husually

contained the 'Hoheitszeichen' (En gle over wreathed swastika)
while the text varied, although Figs . 3 & 3a are typical for
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civil mail censors hip. The im print color is usually violet
or black.
^urine censoring e registration number would generally be
written on the cover and also the censor' identifying number.
Envelope liners were remov ed but contents seemed to be trea-
ted with care.
During ?une 194^ . mail traversing France ex perienced delay,
and mail to England was being returned at the border to its
sender, with a hand stamp, "Z RUCK - RETOUR /Postverkehr
eingestellt" . This interruption lasted from about June 12,
191 to mid-July, whet' 2 route through unoccupied France was
established, allowing mail from Geneva to travel nie Spain
to Portugal. From Lis bon mail to England was flown by B .O .A .C.
Mail from this period which arrived in occupied France was
held un for the duration of the war.
At the same time postal items intended for the U .S .A . and
Canada me-aged to get. through by being routed via Chiasso.
A letter posted in Luzern 4.VI. 40 to RochesterN.Y., arrived
on June 14 without interference . Another sent on thesame
day from Geneva to Toronto, Canada, also arrived without
trouble and passed the Canadian censor uno pened with the
notation "PASSED BY CENSOR 69 " . Another letter sent from Biel
18 .VII .40, arrived in Canada without hindrance, but was
opened by the Canadian censor after arriving in Montreal by
surface mail on August 15, indicating that the route across
Vichy-France was functioning.

FRENCH PARTITION, AUGUST 1940 - NOVEMBER 1942

Following the armistice of June 22, 1940, France was parti-
tioned along an irregular line from Geneva to near Tours and
then south near Poitiers to Ges on the Spanish border . This
made possible a rail access from Switzerland to unoccupied
France along a short length of border east of Geneva.
During this i n itial period, mail for England and the Americas
was collected daily in Basel, and was then transported by
train to Lisbon from where it was carried to England by one
of the B.O.A.C. flights, which were then being made by con-
verted military aircraft to Whitchurch near -Bristol . This
mail was examined by the British censor who now used a closer,
designated P.C.90', with the legend "OPENED BY EXAMINER 867".
This number varied constantly, as did the format of the P .C .90
closer . Mail to the U.S .? . was then sent by air to "New York.
However, some U .S . bound mail seems to have arrived in Lisbon
in time to connect with the Pen Am Clipper service, thereby
escaping censorship initially . These flights are be lieved to
have landed in Bermuda f or refueling on most crossings, and
the British, who had established a censoring station in Bermuda
took advantage o" this fact to intercept all mail to the U .S .A.
An airmail cover sent from ,Zurich, 22 .VII .40 . to New York.
was so censored and received the "Bermuda closer P .C .102 printed
in red . Another registered airmail cover to Hew York, sent
fro- "Lausanne, 2c . : .4 0, has e P .C .90 closer commonly used in
England. 'However, t h is one has the unusually high number 6081
which is thou ght to be f rom a series used in Bermuda.

register e d air cover 6 sent to Manila from Bern . 2 7 .1 .11,
also followed the route across France, and eventually re-
ceived interestin g treatment at the hands of the ?British in
-long Jong . 'after opening it was closed with an "OF 77.D BY
C 1	`CMG _:CMG' gummed paper closer, tied to the cover with
four wax seals and stamped " Foreign Mail Section Opening Sub-
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Section Her . 21 1941".The cover which is franked '1. . 2 .80 for
18g end has a circuler stamp " AIR TRANSIT" with a central ' 2'.
The ensuing period was comparatively stable, with only changes
in collection procedures in Switzerland and frequency of
flights between Lisbon and England being worth noting.

THE BERMUDA CENSOR STATION

At this point it would be appropriate to make some observa-
tions about the Bermuda censor station, without going into
its history, which is beyond the scope of this effort.
We have seen that censoring of U .S . bound mail took place in
Bermuda as early es July, 1940, as evidenced by a Bermuda
type closer on a letter to New York, dated Zürich, 22 .VII .40.
The following is a tabulation of a series of three registered
express air mailings, all to the same address in New York,
end sent from Lausanne.

All three covers were routed via Basel 2 and s em to have
gone by way of Lisbon and Pen Am flights to New York . The
type of censor closer strongly suggests that examination took
place in Bermuda, rather than Britain . Certainly the closer
type, 167m .m . P .C .90, is known to have been used in Bermuda,
and the transit times of 10 and 11 days would make a detour
through England improbable . (Fig .4)

Toward the end of 1941 . the Bermuda station identified itself
with the letters I .C . written on the closer label . The exact
date as to when this practice started is at present uncertain
but occurs on covers to the U .S .A . as follows :-

Surface mail ; Zürich,29 .XII .41 ; Basel, 13.II.42 ;
Air mail ; Zürich, 10.II.42.

Since surface mail was air lifted whenever possible, these
dates suggest that the I .C . identification was started in
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Tanury 194 2 . It is also worth noting that the handwritten
'I .C .' is by the same person on these three and a number of
later covers, and of the three, two have the same examiner
numbers . Fig.5).
The identific a tion letters were written by hand until 1943,
although handstamps were prepared in the meantime, one appea-
rin g on an air mail cover from Basel, 23.V.42. (Fig .6). This

stamp is quite crude by comparison with later versions ( Fig.7)
It s e ems that the practice of examining U .S . bound mail in
Bermuda was discontinued in 1944 . The processing of mail in
Bermuda took place with very little delay, and it probably
continued on its way aboard the same aircraft that brought
it in . A cover from the same corres pondence tabulated above.
canceled Villars-sur-Ollon, 30.VII.41, weighing 25g and
franked with Fr.4.60, esca ped examination and arrived in
New York on August In 194 1, for a transit time of eleven days,
no faster than the covers that were censored:
An agreement existed between Britain and Canada that mail to
C a nada would not be censored in transit from Europe, since it
would be examined on arrival in Canada in any event . In fact,
this proved to be the case with only a few exceptions, such
as a cover from Bischofszell, 16 .VI .43, to Dunkin (Quebec)
which passed through Bermuda cen s orship as well as subsequent
Canadian censorship .



T-PARTY #7
REVENUE STAMPS FROM THE CANTON OF BERN by M.N.THALER

DIFFERENT TYPES OF BERN REVENUES

It was July of 1962 and I had spent some weeks in Eur-
ope with the Ball & Chain on a combined business-vacation
trip . We were in Bern and walking down a steep, never-end-
ing flight of stairs to a restaurant which was called the
Kornhaus Keller . Here we could expect real Swiss cuisine,
that is, a mish-mash of German, French, Italian and Ameri-
can specialties to be consumed to the accompaniment of a
real yodelling band dressed in lederhose . A wicket at the
door housed a leaden-countenanced cashier who asked us for
about two francs and handed us two theatre tickets . At
least I thought that's what they were.

My first reaction was to turn and leave . The very
idea!! to charge us for the privilege of spending money in
their darned restaurant!! As I turned to look up the
flight of stairs (about 3 stories high) I changed my mind.
Oh well, it's a pretty cheap cover charge, I figured.

That period marks about the beginning of my special-
izing in Swiss revenues, but it was more than fifteen years
later that I realized that the cashier was nothing more
than a tax collector ; and the "ticket" was a receipt for
amusement tax - not because of the fondue that we ate but
because of the yodelling entertainment . That "revenue
stamp" is long gone but the delightful evening remains in
my memory . I've been back several times but not within
the past ten years . I hope that this 400 year old grain
storage catacomb turned restaurant still exists so I can
go back some Cal, and pick up some of those "tickets".

The Canton of Bern figured out how to squeeze centimes
out of the most innocent types of transactions and the
enormous variety of their stamps is clear evidence of this.
By far the most numerous are the common Stempelmarken -
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the brown stamps with the bear rampant . As a matter of
fact, almost every Bern fiscal stamp depicts a bear . The
heraldic symbolism has the "bend" (diagonal strip) in "or"
(gold or yellow, represented by a dotted background)
while the remainder of the shield is in "gules" (red,
represented by vertical hatching) . You won't go wrong in
identifying a fiscal stamp as originating with Bern if it
shows a bear roaring up a slot to the left because the
other canton that has a bear on its arms is Appenzell and
there ain't no Appenzell revenue stamps.

And so Bern issued fiscal stamps for posters, re-
ceipts, general revenue purposes, currency and foreign
exchange, legal documents, war tax, all manner of other
taxes, certifications, etc . . Stamps were printed with
both German and French text . The most common of the light
brown and light green variety say STEMPEL to the left and
TIMBRE to the right.

Bern revenues are fun to collect because there are
untold varieties of watermarks ; the laurel and oak bran-
ches below the shield can be to the right or left ; there
are microdates at different locations in the leaves ; there
are secret letters and numerals ; the bear sometimes has a
tail and sometimes not ; the printer's name appears in cer-
tain stamps and not in others ; the perforation variety is
staggering ; the color nuances are legion -- and for all
that--the stamps are generally not expensive . At least
those varieties you would want to add to your postage
collection of Swiss postage stamps as representative are
cheap.

No matter how good you are in memorizing stamp catalog numbers, sooner or later

one has to reach for the catalogs on the shelf and before you know, a conversion

from Scott to Zumstein numbers, or vice versa, is called for . Help was on the
way: Last year a great new tool in the form of a CROSS REFERENCE KEY and CHECK-

LIST was introduced, converting Stangib, Scott, and Zumstein numbers . This handy
guide measures about 4" x 8", contains 36 pages, it is such a great time-saver
that it should be a must for every collector of Swiss and Liechtenstein stamps.

It was included with the 82 HELVETIA catalog by Auf der Maur, Bern/Westminster.
I assume that it was also included in the Zumstein catalog last year (?) . Today,
it can be purchased by itself from Riviera Stamps (Ed L . Chalfant), P08 6150,

Santa Barbara CA 93111, for the modest cost of $1 .00 ppd . Believe me, it is a
dollar well spent.
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1983 Election Results

At the time of the deadline for receipt of ballots on
December 24, 1982, 181 ballots had been cast, of which 12 were
blank . The count of the remaining 169 ballots is as follows:

Final Call for Payment of 1983 Dues

Unless your dues payment for 1983 is received by January
31, 1983, you will be dropped from membership in the A .H .P .S.
Don ' t let this happen . If you haven ' t already mailed in your
1983 dues, do it now . With a new editor for TELL and a new
slate of officers, this looks to be an exciting year for your
Society . Support it with your dues . Dues are $6 for North
American members . Overseas members can pay either $14 or $10
for their dues with airmail or seamail delivery of TELL,resp.

Please send your dues payment by check or money order

	

Richard T . Hall
made payable to the "American Helvetia Philatelic Society" Secretary, A .H.P.S.
for the proper amount in U .S. currency . Mail it to :	 POB 2425

Gaithersburg

Maryland 20879-0425

Please also fill out and send in with your dues payment the
membership update form, below . This will allow me to update
and correct the Society records .
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erwin's mailbox

	

5

Dipping into the HELVETIA catalog I found on pages 92-96 the section of
Interspace Pairs . I can't find such items in my Scott . Are these Inter-

space Pairs regular postal issues?

	

Davis Platt

Interspace pairs, more commonly known here as "gutter pairs" . - Ed.

As a matter of fact, I don't know the reason of not listing Interspaces

by Scott, all the more as they list Tête-bêche and Se-tenant . All these

collector items may be found in the same sheet, the stamp booklet sheet,
also called tête-bêche sheet . Technically, these sheets are a semi

finished product, created especially to allow a rational work in manufactu-
ring stamp booklets .

Separating the sheet in the normal

postal manner, you will receive

booklet panes with staple margin
at left.

In philatelic view, the existence
of Tête-bêche and Interspace pairs

made a splash and roused the hearts

of collectors.

They claimed early in 1910, when these sheets were innovated, the issue

for philatelic purposes and the PTT answered positively on March 2, 1910:

"We have the pleasure to inform you, that we can comply with the
request to sell the sheets containing 90 postage stamps of 2, 5,
10 or 25 Rp ., especially printed to produce stamp booklets.

The issue to the public of such sheets demands, however, that we
have to punch each of the 10 blank spaces between the 3rd and 4th

row, to avoid any misuse of these blank fields.
Signed : Stäger - Postmaster General ."

In course of time, due to the increasing demand, punching by hand didn't
satisfy and was replaced by perforating the blank row in 1927 . In 1938
the "Interspaces" received a special printing of two zigzag lines and in
August 1941 even three zigzag lines.

With the issue of the new ordinaries "Technic and Landscapes" on March 1,

1950, the plate numbers "1" or "2" may be found on the 10f. Interspace
of each sheet . With the new stamp size the number of stamps contained in
booklet panes was reduced to 4 . A new sheet-composition was necessary.

There exist "blank interspaces without hole or perforation", deriving

from sheets which slipped through the control . Due to theasymmetric
composition of the sheet perforation of the Tête-bêche was possible.

AUF DER MAUR AARBERGERGASSE 19 CH 3011 BERN SWITZERLAND
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Word has reached the Associate Editor

- that's FG - that the corrected
manuscript of the Switzerland Postal

Stationery Catalogue has been deliv-
ered to Zumstein's by theresponsible

delegates of the Swiss Postal Sta-
tionery Society, late in November . It
is, therefore, to be expected that

there will be a new Swiss postal sta-
tionery catalog in 1983 . Unfortuna-

tely, the same cannot be said of the
second edition of the Perfin

Catalogue of Switzerland . Although the

(vastly enlarged) body of this work

is camera-ready, introductory chap-
ters and illustrations have not yet

been brought up to the same level
of preparation . Thus the publication
date - although expected for 1983 -

cannot be predicted .

	

FG

Stone did it again : The ASDA show held
in New York, 11/1B-21, awarded Harlan

a Gold for his Postage Due exhibit (with

felicitations of the jury .) I dont

know if the latter was good for a free
lunch . . . The same Harlan received also

a special Research Award from the

Society of Philatelic Americans, pre-
sumably for the same exhibt . - Still at

the same show, Ernest Bergman received a

Silver for "Switzerland and WW II" . One
day I will own a mailing list of the

AHPS roster, then I will know if Mr.
Bergman is one of us . Congratulations
to both of you.

Keep your eyes open and your ears to the
ground : One of the most complete collec-

tions of forgeries was stolen recently

from the home of Mr. Carl Kane, Mass . To
give you an idea of the size of this

collection, consider this : 200+volumes,
mostly ringbinders, containing several

hundred thousand phonies, mostly created

originally to deceive collectors . The
bulk of the collection was mounted on

quadrille pages (with a Kane imprint on

most of them), about 1800 pages of US
forgeries, 6600 pages of bogus and for-

geries of the world . Also stolen were
50 stockbooks full of fakes, an B-vol.

set of French forgeries, 400sheets of
Spiro forgeries, 4 complete Fournier al-

bums, etc . etc. - The volume of fakes
around us seems to be staggering . I

intend to gather material for several

future articles in TELL about forgeries

related to Swiss issues, and I would
welcome any member contribution in doc-

umentary material, would need photos

though as xerox prints will not hack it
for close-up work . In the meantime, use

your own good judgment and common sense

when you contemplate the purchase of

older Swiss material and go for expert-
ized pieces whenever you can . I know

the temptation to do without is great,

but it is a costly affair today when you

get duped.

As soon as the Swiss PTT dug itself out

of a (long) string of red ink, as
quickly has the Treasury Dept . moved in
to request an annual contribution to

the federal coffers of 160,000,000 Fr.

(about $77,000,000) . The Federal Courts

have ruled that such a request is con-
stitutional . An increase in postal rates

is contemplated for spring 83. The

cartoon, by Berner Zeitung, shows a good
old Swiss cow being milked by the State

while being fed by the mail user . --
All this has a familiar ring here too,
USPS reported recently a surplus of

$1 Billion, new rates are in the hopper

anyhow.

SUPPORT OUR ADVERTISERS ; Will someone

please start spending some money so it
can trickle down, otherwise we are all

going to be stuck in the mud together .
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Karl Bickel with his son, seen here in an Serenity surrounding the Walensee
earlier picture (photographer unknown) .

	

(photograph by HR).

In Memoriam

Karl Bickel, a giant among this cen-

	

fruitful career as a creator of postage
tury's stamp designers and engravers,

	

stamps . Altogether, Mr. Bickel has
died early November in his home high

	

created over one hundred stamps for both
above the Walensee . He was 97 years old . Switzerland and Liechtenstein (see for
Mr. Bickel, sometimes referred to as

	

a small sampling below .) His work is
the father of the modern postage stamp, marked with minute and precise details,
certainly played no small hand in the

	

the lines the engraving tools in
popularity of Swiss stamps among col-

lectors around the world. His

involvment with stamps dates back to 1922,

when three of his design entries were
chosen by the Swiss postal authorities

to open a new series of airmail stamps
(see Zumstein F3-9 or Scott C3-9),

marking the beginning of a long and

his hands left in the steel are unmis-

takably unique and reflect a very strong

character. The environment of his chosen
mountain retreat -- bold but very serene

-- seems to have left an imprint in his
creations as well . - May he rest in
peace and be admired for his talent and
outstanding work forever!
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Karl Bickel's best-known designs are probably the three high values of

the 1945 PAX issue (Zumstein 262-74, Scott 293-30S) . Coincidence has it that

a complete set in panes of 25 comes up for auction, together with several
sets of singles, at the Cherrystone Stamp Center, in New York, Jan . 20, 19B3.
The last time I saw complete sheets of this beautiful set was in 45 as a
small boy, at the postoffice . I remember, I had enough money saved to buy the
set, up to the 1 Fr . value . As for the rest, mother did not have any "Musik-
gehör" to shell out 18 Francs . Once in a while I show her the prices today.
The set of full sheets is listed for 216,147 .00. I'll let you know the
price realized . The same auction carries also a full sheet of Liechtenstein's

1960 Europa, listed at $6000 .00, centering not to hot though .
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SWISS PRIMER
IV : OTHER STAMP ISSUES by FELIX GANZ

PROPATRIA (literally : FOR THE FATHERLAND) ISSUES (with surtax):
The background of these stamps is best understood by know-
ing that they are issued in advance of Switzerland's Nation-
al holiday (Swiss Fate Day ; Bundesfeier ; fête nationale) of
August first . Centuries ago, fires on mountain tops were
used as means of signaling important information . The Swiss
custom of lighting fires, on August 1, on every hill, moun-
tain, alp, and even city plaza is said to commemorate the
lighting of fires back towards the end of the thirteenth
century, when the central Swiss cantons ' inhabitants
burned the Austrian oppressors ' castles and signaled their
respective successes to each other.

Unofficial, privately made picture postcards with the "Bun-
desfeier" or "Fate nationale" legends, are known as early
as 1901 . They are collected eagerly as earliest forerunners.

In 1910, the natl. fate committee, a private body founded
for the double purpose of celebrating national day properly,
as well as helping a variety of organizations dedicated to
care for the poor, the handicapped, the disabled, the sick,
etc . (and occasionally even of lending a hand to conserve
or preserve special Swiss customs and/or landmarks) received
permission to produce the first semi-official postal card,
with imprinted postage stamp, which was sold at Swiss post
offices, with a surcharge that went to the fate committee.

Until 1937 a total of 85 basic fête postal cards were pro-
duced, with a variety of surcharges . Most were for domestic
use, but a few bear airmail or foreign postage rate stamps.
Most designs, by Swiss artists commissioned by the founda-
tion, depict Swiss scenes -- often with a fête day motif.

Steadily decreasing sales of the cards, the success of the
Pro Juventute stamps, and the then zero bottom interest of
philatelists for postal stationery items provoked the com-
mittee to change its "pitch ." While unstamped picture post-
cards continued to be produced until 1960 (they are
collected either unused, or used with a matching Pro Patria stamp)

the main attention now was given to Pro Patria STAMPS . In
1938 and 1939 there was one each, with pictures of historic
places ; in 1940 (first real World War II year) there were
four, plus the famous souvenir sheet, plus a redrawn stamp,
plus a major color variety of the 20 cts .) . Since then the
number of Pro Patria stamps has varied from two to five per
year -- with a few souvenir sheets occasionally thrown in.

The stamps are sold at all Swiss post offices -- currently
for a period of about six months . Since 1964 all Pro

Patria stamps have remained indefinitely valid for postage,
while earlier issues were demonetized . (This often explains
why used stamps of these earlier issues are higher priced
in catalogues than the mint ones .)

The stamps depict Swiss landscapes, famous Swiss
personalities, historic and modern artworks, coins, castles, etc.
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POSTMARKS
This is the third

and last catch-up
on 19B2 Swiss post-

marks and concerns

mostly machine
slogans utilized

this past year.

There is one more page to come. Maybe I can sneak it into the February issue
. 25



Bulletin No . 1 for NABA ZÜRI '84, the next national stamp exhibi-
tion in Switzerland, is at hand . It announces that NABA ZÜRI '84
will take place from June 22 to July 1, 1984 in the Züspa sports
complex in Zürich-Oerlikon, under the patronage of the Association
of Swiss Philatelic Societies . President of the planning
committee is Dr . Th . Dahinden, general secretary Edmond Favez, general
commissioner Frantz Bärtsch, bourse chairman Max Keller . Nine
others also serve on the planning committee . Information may be
obtained by writing to : General Secretary of NABA ZÜRI 84,

Höschgasse 68, POB 462, CH-8034 Zürich, Switzerland . Telephone
is 011-41-1-47-66-00.

The last national exhibition in Zürich took place in 1934, and it
is best remembered for the famous, and now expensive, NABA souve-
nir sheet which was issued in a total edition of 50,000 sheets.
Less known is the fact that an even rarer item, the 10 cts . fran-
chise stamp on grilled gum, without control number, also was
available exclusively at the exhibition post office at the time,
and only 5500 pieces exist of this variety . Its companion of the
same denomination on grilled gum, but with control number (Z#12Az),
in contrast, had a total issue of 21,000 stamps . Both are now
very scarce, not to say outright rare ; but since relatively few
collectors go for franchise stamps, these two items have not
reached the dizzying prices of the NABA sheet of 1934.

3500 exhibition frames will be available at NABA 84 . Youth philat-
ely will be stressed, but the heaviest concentration of classic
issues of Switzerland will most likely serve once more as the key-
note for this show.

Bulletin No . 2 will be available in March, 1983 . It contains
information for dealers and exhibitors . If interested, request
it from the address above .

	

FG

Linn's Stamp News on December 6, 1982 presented what some think
was its last "club-oriented" issue . It was to be e "Swiss Issue"
for AHPS . While the two pages of articles, on p .54—55 and an-
nounced on the paper's front page, contained material of interest
to Switzerland collectors of a specialized nature, it must be
said with regret that, in spite of John Ballard's efforts, response
from members asked to contribute something was minimal.

The following was to be read : "American Helvetia Philatelic Soci-
ety recognizes Importance of Literature," by Dale Eggen -- e
full page spread with pictures of the covers of TELL, the "
Zumstein Specialized," and the "1982 Helvetia Catalog ;" "Swiss
Cantons have Own Currency System," by Donn Lueck ; "AHPS Trans-
lates two Studies," by Felix Ganz ; "AHPS leads organized Swiss
Collecting in U .S . ;" by Harlan F . Stone ; "Society honors Piccard,"
by Edwin J . Isler (a new member) ; and a photo from Chicagopex '82
showing the awarding of the AHPS "Wanderpreis" to Harlan Stone.
Elsewhere in the paper Ernest Kehr contributed a necrology enti-
tled "Swiss stamp designer Karl Bickel dies at 97," and Linn's
staff writer Donna O'Keefe, in her "Philatelic Gems" feature
series, talked about "Double Geneva ranks among world's rarities".
-- It is also rumored that Linn's would not print two additional
articles because their authors "attached strings ."* -- And,
quite unfortunately, Linn's "Stamp Trends" featuring Swiss stamp
values ran two weeks earlier -- not very good planning .

	

FG

* Rumors and innuendos don't count . Can we have some facts . . .? -- Ed.
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The XVth REGIOPHIL SIONVALEX is
history, but judging by reports from peo-
ple who have attended this show in
Sion (Sitten, for the Deutsche), it
was quite a success . Some B0+ collec-
tors had a total of 450 frames on
display . The list included some mouth-
watering material . The UNPA/Geneva was
one of the main attractions (while UN
demand in the US is in a deep sleep
currently, it enjoys a healthy run in
Europa these days .) Their card with a
special show cancel as shown, was a
hot item. So was was a restored stage
coach, put in service originally in
1B73 to carry mail and passengers over
the Simplon pass between Italy and
Switzerland . It was on loan here from
the PTT (museum) and was used to ferry
the big chiefs to the show, while the
indians walked . . . The official show
catalog is nice, clean, and very in-
formative (too bad the Swiss still
can't do a good perfect-binding job -
the pages come easily loose .) It
contains two excellent articles by Valko
and Guinand re Standing Helvetia, one
about plate variations HELVETTA and
the other about how the cataloging of
the SH has evolved over the years . The
texts are both in French and German.
Anyone interested can contact me.

The calendar for the B3 stamp shows
in Switzerland is as follows:

EXPHILA, in Renens, 5/13-15
TEMBAL, in Basel, S/21-29
REGIOPHIL XVI, in Chur, 9/B-11
BELLESPO, in Bellinzona, late Nov.

Also, the big one for 84 is set for
June 22 thru July 1, and is called:

NABA ZÜRI 84 . See special note by
Felix Ganz elsewhere .

M E T A M O R P H O S I S

As Helvetians know, 1982
marked the centenial of the
"Standing Helvetia" issue.
In connection with the anniver-
sary, the Swiss Postal Museum
displayed a collection of
the stamps, original drawings,
essays, color trials, and docu-
ments tracing the history of
the series' various issues.

One of the memorabilia
treasures shown in Berne dem-
onstrates that there is more
to postal history than just
papers!

This consists of a circle of
metal approximately seven
inches in diameter with great-
notches around the perimeter
and an axle-hole in the center.
On its surface one still can
see worn designs of the
25-centime stamp.

It seems that when the
printing plate no longer could
be used, Müllhaupt and Sohn,
of Berne, sold it as scrap.
Obviously, a typically frugal
Swiss machinist acquired it,
then used the metal to make a
cam for some mechanical
equipment!

	

Ernest A . Kehr

Reminder : There was a time, when
frugality was necessity's close
cousin (see machine cancel above
from 1944 .)-Ed.

Editor's note : New directions coming from
the mountain indicate that the "new" TELL
with some meat on the bone is too costly
for what is coming in from dues and ads.
So, starting with the next issue I'll try
to hold it down to 32 pages . There goes
my raise . . .
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The Swiss PTT has announced the
following new stamps for release

on February 17, 1983:

"Signs of the Zodiac " definitive

series : 1.70 Fr . Cancer-Wetterhorn

1.80 Fr . Leo-Areuse Gorge

2.00 Fr . Virgo-Aletsch G.

Specials . I/1983 series

20 c . Perch
40 c . University Zurich

70 c . Journalists Feder.

80 c . Micrometer

For a view of the designs see the

ad on page 34. - In addition to the

above stamps, they will release a

picture postcard in honor of the

upcoming TEMBAL, thematic stamp ex-

hibition, in Basel.

The postcards

cost 70 c . (for
a stamp of 40 c.

on it - talking

about making
a profit :)

Publisher

David E . Durham
330 W . Church Street
Elmira NY 14901

VOICE OF THE

AMERICAN
HELVETIA
PHILATELIC
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